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Abstract
Because of the inherent characteristics of the cities, such as high population density, complicated
traffic, numerous pollution sources, etc., it has become very important to conduct environmental risk
zoning in urban scale. Based on analyzing the current research situation of the regional environmental
risk assessment and regional environmental risk zoning, this paper constructed the index system and
the quantitative model of environmental risk zoning which are fit for urban scale, applies AHP to
weight index and comprehensive evaluation method to calculate comprehensive risk index value.
Then applying the method to Shanghai ,and with the clustering function of SPSS and the visualization
of GIS, the quantitative risk zoning map of Shanghai was obtained .The result can provide reference
for environmental risk management of Shanghai .
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1. Introduction
With the fast development of social economy and the acceleration of urbanization, there are some
common features in large cities of China(such as Beijing, Shanghai, Guangzhou and Tianjin): high
population density; industrial agglomeration and a large number of petrochemical industries;
developed transportation and many dangerous mobile sources; vulnerable urban public safety
systems; a variety of potential risk and wide affecting range; requiring fast speed and accurate
emergency response and emergency decision-making after the accident, etc.
These features make the harms caused by the city-scale environmental risks have a "domino" effect.
Therefore, it’s very important to conduct quantitative environmental risk zoning in urban scale and
provide decision-making criterion for managers Existing environmental risk assessment researches
were more concentrated in environmental risk of toxic and hazardous substances and single incident
.While consideration of the environmental risk as a complex system composed of multiple factors
from regional level, systematic studies on combined effects caused by regional
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environmental risks were few, as well as the causes and the inherent links of environmental risks from
the macro level of human social and economic activities [1].
The word of risk zoning was first used in the field of natural disasters [2-6]. Environmental risk
zoning was gradually developed with the economic growth and increasing frequency and hazards of
sudden accidents of environmental pollution, which can reveal regional and interregional similarities
and differences of environmental risks distribution. It was proposed as an effective measure of
environmental risk management to prevent environmental pollution and harm[7].
Yang Jie and Bi Jun (2006) discussed the process, indicators and methods of environmental risk
zoning. They took risk zoning of Yangtze River Basin (Jiangsu Part) as a case study. An index system
for regional environmental risk zoning was developed and an integrated assessment model (IAM) was
adopted to assess the regional environmental risk. Potential risk management countermeasures were
suggested for decision-makings about risk management in this region. Yang Jie et al (2006) thought
environmental risk zoning was a sequencing process of the relative size of the regional environmental
risk. In accordance with the structures, functions and features of regional natural and social
environment, the region can be divided into different ranks, and then the priority order of
environmental risk management can be determined.
In China, there were two mainstreams about regional risk assessment: risk assessment based on
personal risk and social risk and risk assessment based on risk compensation. Research achievements
mainly concentrated in applying the principle of superposition and assigning a value to self-defined
parameters based on experience to obtain the quantitative risk value of each point [8]. The methods
such as environmental risk assessment based on sensitivity[9], environmental risk assessment based
on reliability theory[10] and fuzzy comprehensive evaluation assessment all evaluate environmental
risk from three aspects: the danger of risk sources, effectiveness of control mechanisms and
vulnerability of receptors.
In general, the quantitative zoning system of the regional environmental risk is still very immature
and needs further study. This paper, on the basis of regional environmental risk assessment and
environmental risk zoning ˈconstructs the index system and the quantitative model , applies AHP to
weight index and comprehensive evaluation method to calculate comprehensive risk index value. This
method has been successfully applied in the literature[11]. In this paper, based on the use of this
method, with the clustering function of SPSS and the visualization of GIS, quantitative risk zoning
map can be obtained.

2. Methods
2.1. The establishment of index system
According to the principles of systematicness, consistency, dominanceˈdynamism and data
availability, the index system of regional environmental risks can be established from three aspects:
the danger of risk sources, effectiveness of control mechanisms and vulnerability of receptors. The
index system consists of target, system, rule and index layers (Table 1).
Table 1. The index system of major environmental risk sources zoning in urban scale

4. Conclusion
This paper constructs the index system and the quantitative model of environmental risk zoning,
which is fit for urban scale. And with the clustering function of SPSS and the visualization of GIS, the
quantitative risk zoning map of Shanghai is obtained. The result shows that Baoshan District is the
major risk area, Pudong District , Jinshan District and Minhang District is higher risk areas, Jiading
District, Songjiang District and Fengxian District is general risk areas and the rest Districts are low
risk areas. The results of this article can be seen more consistent with the actual situation in Shanghai,
so the exploratory method in this paper is reasonable. The results have some practical value and
provide decision-making basis for environmental risk management and spatially optimal distribution
of Shanghai.
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